Bristol Permit Required Hunting Area
Property of Bristol Water Department

Open to Small Game hunting by permit.

SPORTSMEN ATTENTION!
Your complete cooperation is essential for continued use of this property. Please note the following:

1000’ Radius from buildings (No Hunting)
No hunting or carrying of loaded firearms

NO DISCHARGE OF FIREARMS OVER BODIES OF WATER

NO HUNTING ON GRASSED AREAS OF DAMS
No parking in Front of Gates or Passways.

No Vehicles Allowed beyond 25’ of State or Town Roads. (Old roads, trails, firelanes, etc. are closed to traffic).

ALL SMALL GAME HUNTING ON BRISTOL WATER DEPARTMENT PROPERTY ENDS 1/2 HOUR AFTER SUNSET ON THE SAT FOLLOWING THANKSGIVING.

Hunting hours are 1/2 hour before sunrise to 1/2 hour after sunset except on the third Sat. of October when hunting starts at 7:00 a.m.

Please do not litter. Carry out what you carry in. Please pickup all spent shell casing.
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